
 

HALOS Research Internship Programme 

Internship Proposal 

Title:  Laser pulse characterization for ultrafast spectroscopy  

[DESY-01] 
 

Name of Institution/Country: Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany 

Name of internship provider: Prannay Balla 

Contact details: Email: prannay.balla@desy.de  

    Phone:+49-40-8998-6468 

Proposed timeframe:  24 January to 27 March (flexible)   

Administrative contact person at the organisation:  same as the Internship provider 

Virtual/hybrid/on-site:  On-site 

 

Scientific research questions 

Ultrafast lasers have become a key instrument for fundamental spectroscopy, advanced molecular 

imaging, attosecond physics, electron acceleration and large number of industrial and medical 

applications. Hence characterization of the lasers is very important.  

However, most of the currently available pulse characterization techniques are unable to provide 

accurate information about the electric field present due to pre- and post pulses that are present 

before and after the laser pulse. This information is crucial when performing experiments such as 

spectroscopy or laser plasma-based electron acceleration. In this internship, we shall explore pulse 

characterization techniques that have the potential to solve these problems. 

Tasks of the intern 

 The student shall work on improving a Laser pulse characterization system based on 
the Second Harmonic Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (SHG-FROG)  

 The student shall program the device to be able to take data reliability on a long term 
for future experiments. 

 The student shall work on developing a Laser pulse retrieval algorithm for the device 
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General information about the work group, the university and the region 

We are a laser research and development group for Lasers in the German Electron-Synchrotron 

(DESY). Currently the lasers developed in our lab are being used for multiple applications at the free 

electron lasers at DESY, for laser plasma-based electron acceleration and for precision spectroscopy 

in the extreme ultraviolet. 

Eligibility and qualification of the applicant.  

 We are looking for a student who is motivated and interested in this topic. 

 Programming skills in python are expected. 

 Previous experiences with optics and ultrashort laser pulses are required. 

 

Availability of scholarship 

A scholarship for the student will be provided by DESY. It includes a stipend of 125 EUR per week and 

a lump sum travel allowance of 150 EUR.  

 


